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Web Development with JadePackt Publishing, 2014

	Jade is a templating engine for Node.js. It is a new, simplified language that compiles into HTML and is extremely useful for web developers. Jade is designed primarily for server-side templating in Node.js, but it can also be used in a variety of other environments to produce XML-like documents, such as HTML and RSS. This book is an...
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Windows NT in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference for System Administration (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1997

	
		Anyone who installs Windows NT, creates a user, or adds a printer is an NT system administrator (whether they realize it or not). This book organizes NT's complex GUI interface, dialog boxes, and multitude of DOS-shell commands into an easy-to-use quick reference for anyone who uses or manages an NT system. It features a new...
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Simplifying JavaScript: Writing Modern JavaScript with ES5, ES6, and BeyondPragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		The best modern JavaScript is simple, readable, and predictable. Learn to write modern JavaScript not by memorizing a list of new syntax, but with practical examples of how syntax changes can make code more expressive. Starting from variable declarations that communicate intention clearly, see how modern principles can improve all...
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Wireless Sensor Network DesignsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Wireless Sensors are small, cheap, low maintenance and will revolutionize wireless communications.
   ’Wireless sensor networks’ is a rapidly growing discipline with new technologies emerging, new applications being developed and standards being finalized. Sensors and actuators allow for entirely new kinds of...
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Express.js Deep API ReferenceApress, 2014

	Express.js Deep API Reference is your short, concise guide to Express.js APIs. This flexible Node.js web application framework provides a robust set of features for building single, multi-page, and hybrid web applications.


	Through six to-the-point chapters, you will find references for configurations, settings,...
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VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical DeepdiveCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	** Black & White edition ** VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical Deepdive zooms in on three key components of every VMware based infrastructure and is by no means a "how to" guide. It covers the basic steps needed to create a vSphere HA and vSphere DRS cluster and to implement vSphere Storage DRS. Even more important, it...
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JavaScript Creativity: Exploring the Modern Capabilities of JavaScript and HTML5Apress, 2014

	JavaScript Creativity teaches you how to use every feature of this versatile and powerful language in exciting and creative ways. JavaScript can be used for so much more than simple interactivity. Master your use of canvas, animation, audio and video, 3D visualizations, motion detection and real-time collaboration. In every chapter...
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Learning Node.js: A Hands-On Guide to Building Web Applications in JavaScriptAddison Wesley, 2013

	Learning Node.js


	A Hands-On Guide to Building Web Applications in JavaScript

	

	Node.js makes it far easier to create fast, compact, and reliable web/network applications and web servers, and is rapidly becoming indispensable to modern web developers.

	

	Learning Node.js ...
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Sun Web Server: The Essential GuidePrentice Hall, 2009

	The authoritative, comprehensive guide to Sun Web Server 7.0


	 


	Sun Web Server is the secure web serving platform of choice for large-scale enterprises in industries from finance and telecommunications to travel and government. Now there’s a...
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Building Hypermedia APIs with HTML5 and NodeO'Reilly, 2011

	This book’s primary focus is on designing hypermedia APIs. That may seem a bit
	strange to some readers. There are many books on programming languages, data storage
	systems, web frameworks, etc. This is not one of those books. Instead, this book
	covers the nature of the messages passed between client and server, and how to improve...
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Beginning NFC: Near Field Communication with Arduino, Android, and PhoneGapO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Jump into the world of Near Field Communications (NFC), the fast-growing technology that lets devices in close proximity exchange data, using radio signals. With lots of examples, sample code, exercises, and step-by-step projects, this hands-on guide shows you how to build NFC applications for Android, the Arduino microcontroller,...
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MERN Quick Start Guide: Build web applications with MongoDB, Express.js, React, and NodePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build web applications with MongoDB, ExpressJS, React, and Node

	
		Key Features

		
			Build applications with the MERN stack
	
			Work with each component of the MERN stack
	
			Become confident with MERN and ready for more!


	
		Book Description

	...
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